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TRIS-CURRICULUM 
Safeguarding our children is our priority. All concerns must be reported to our Designated Safeguarding leads: Miss Hall, 

Mrs Smith, Mr. O’Ceallaigh and Mrs Hilbourne. 

  

 

INTENT 

At Tennyson Road Infant School, we are developing well-rounded individuals who are driven by our values of Respect, 
Friendship, Peace, Determination, Responsibility and Honesty. Our curriculum is designed to provide stretch and 
challenge for all pupils and to enable children to find wonder in and to question the world around them.   

We have designed our curriculum to be rich in meaningful, first hand experiences and early language development. We 
recognize the starting points of the children and the power of early language and literacy in giving children access across 
the curriculum throughout their learning journey. 
The curriculum in all year groups is built on a strong commitment to the personal and social development of our learners, 
while progressing their skills and deepening their knowledge. 
We aspire to ensure that the curriculum enables children to be prepared and ready for the next stages of development 
and education, and improve their life chances, adapting provision to meet the needs of different groups and individuals. 
The interest of our learners and the community we serve are central to our curriculum content and review. 
We instill our values of Respect, Friendship, Peace, Determination, Responsibility and Honesty and we encourage all our 

school community to Try, Respect, Inspire and Succeed. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 
ORGANISATION 

The school is currently organised in to a nursery class and 2 mixed age classes across EYFS/Year 1 and Year 1/2.  

The long-term overviews for each year group can be found … please also see the individual pages for each year group for 
the termly curriculum mapping and other information specific to your child’s year.  

Each curriculum area is led by our curriculum leaders. The role of the curriculum leader is key to the implementation of 
our curriculum. All curriculum leaders are responsible for the whole school approach to their subject and have oversight of 
progress from EYFS through to year 2. They attend network meetings, internal and external CPD and have the 
knowledge, expertise and practical skills to be able to lead their areas effectively. They are responsible for the curriculum 
design, delivery and impact in their own curriculum area. Curriculum leaders and leaders at all levels, including Governors 
regularly review and quality assure the curriculum areas to ensure that they are being implemented effectively and 
coverage and breadth and balance is planned for.  

For greater detail of how we implement our curriculum for each individual subject, please see the individual subject 
pages.   

PLANNING 

For our core subjects, we use a variety of planning resources as we believe that following one programme does not 
provide the bespoke teaching and learning experience that we want for our pupils. Using prior knowledge as a starting 
point for all future planning and teaching, we plan lessons that enable and encourage all pupils to make progress across 
all areas. We regularly hold whole school CPD to keep our approach up to date and to enable teachers to plan a 
curriculum that meets the needs of all children.  
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ASSEMBLIES 

Assemblies form a key strategy to the implementation of our curriculum.  

Each Monday, children begin the week with a values assembly, these assemblies take real world examples, current local 
and world news and commemorative occasions and view them through the lens of one or some of our values. Children 
will be given opportunities to reflect on these and how they can incorporate the school values into a positive week.   

Additionally, each week a celebration assembly takes place that promotes and celebrates children’s attitudes to learning. 
One child from each class is presented with a ‘special award’ certificate for their positive contributions to the curriculum. 
One child from each class is also recognised and presented with a certificate for their positive contribution to the school 
values.    

CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT 

Each Friday afternoon, we offer curriculum enrichment, In PE and Art. Children work with a PE specialist and an artist, to 
develop their talents. All our children have the opportunity to enter local, national and international competitions. 

Each year group has the opportunity to take part in educational visits outside of school and external enrichment through 
workshops and visitors on a termly basis.   

ASSESSMENT 

Assessment at Tennyson Road Infant School   is designed thoughtfully to shape future learning.  It is not only through 
testing, but through daily practice and is used to inform next steps for children.  Teachers ensure that pupils embed key 
concepts in their long-term memory.  Key skills and objectives for curriculum areas are revisited throughout the year and 
applied in different contexts. We undertake data drops each term and teachers update pupils progress towards the key 
objectives of the National Curriculum weekly using O Track. This is shared with children regularly using verbal 
feedback and, in the moment marking.  Assessments are reliable and are moderated to ensure that expected outcomes 
are fully understood by all staff.  

IMPACT 

Children leave Tennyson Road Infant School with a secure understanding of the academic content; with the 
understanding of how to be socially, morally, spiritually and culturally responsible and aware; how to make positive 
contributions to the local community and how to endeavour to be the best that they can be! We aim for all of our children 
to leave Tennyson Road Infant School as respectful, responsible and resilient individuals who are happy, ambitious, well 
rounded and not only ready for junior school, but ready for a future that they can confidently access.   

 


